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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

Moore Industries Honored With Manufacturing Leadership Award
NORTH HILLS, CALIF. –Moore Industries-International, Inc. received the Manufacturing
Leadership Award from the San Fernando Valley Business Journal at a ceremony on March 16
at the Warner Center Marriott Hotel in Woodland Hills, Calif. The recognition highlights Moore
Industries’ place as one of the most innovative manufacturing companies in the region.
Moore Industries was founded in 1968 by Leonard W. Moore, who remains with the company as
its CEO. Being an independent, privately-held company allows it to be more agile and flexible in
its manufacturing and product development.
Moore Industries was picked for the award by an advisory committee of experts selected by the
San Fernando Valley Business Journal for their knowledge of the local manufacturing industry.
The committee reviewed various criteria before choosing Moore Industries, including its market
dominance, creativity in doing business, financial success, number of employees and length of
time in the area.
“This award belongs to each and every employee at Moore Industries for their efforts and
dedication in keeping the company competitive as one of the leaders in the industry despite the
enormous changes in the manufacturing arena throughout the years,” said Albert Badgen, the
company’s Director of Manufacturing. “We have gained the respect of professionals in a variety
of industries who trust our products to keep their manufacturing processes running smoothly.
Winning this award reflects the reputation that Moore Industries has gained through more than
40 years of creating the highest quality instrumentation for process control.”
Along with winning the award, Moore Industries also received special recognition from the
California State Legislature. Assemblyman Bob Blumenfield of Woodland Hills presented the
company with a certificate honoring Moore Industries as one of the top manufacturing
companies in the San Fernando Valley and greater Los Angeles communities.
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